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"To have a radio station was not easy, it took time,
effort, setbacks, and foremost influencing people to
believe in your thoughts, skills and goals. It took us
more than seven years of learning, being
persistent, talking to donors and finally we come to
fulfil it at the right time" - Karbino Dut Aguek
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Humanitarian organization opens vegetable gardens to
fight malnutrition
By Arou David Malaak,

Save the Children, a humanitarian organization has established ten vegetable gardens in ten
primary health care centers across Abyei to improve nutrition among lactating and pregnant
mothers. The beneficiaries are trained on how to grow and prepare vegetable meals. The
vegetables grown include okra and Sukuma wiki among others.

Some vegetable growers stand in a vegetable garden in Awal, Abyei Administrative Area March, 2021 | Credit:
Chol Juac Chol | AIRS

Nutrition Counselor, Save the Children, Nyandeng Deng said the project was intended to help
mothers access varied diets as part of preventing malnutrition. Nyok Makuei who works as
nutrition officer in the same organization said eating food rich in vitamin can reduce the risk of
developing conditions such as anemia among vulnerable people such as women and children.
Abuk Ring, a mother in Awolnom, said the vegetable gardening is a source of income to the
family. Thankful to the organization, she says the project has improved her life.
“If you have planted enough okra, you could eat from it and you sell the surplus to buy sugar,
and clothes for your children. This means you cannot ask the husband again,” she explained.
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Police arrest man in possession of suspected stolen livestock
By Arou David Malaak,

Community police in Abyei Administrative Area on Tuesday arrested a man in possession of more
than 28 sheep and a bull believed to have been stolen from Misseriya herder. The livestock were
seized, and investigation was launched, according to an official.
The Acting Commissioner
of Ameth-Aguok county,
Nyok Deng Rou said they
were taking necessary legal
procedures to return the
livestock to the owner.
“The police caught the
sheep when the suspect was
trying to cross with them to
another side of the river
near Abyei,” Nyok
According to Nyok, the
accused said the livestock
One of the cattle camps pictured in Abyei Area in Feb, 2020 | File photo
were given to him by the owner as a reward for his long service The official said they wanted to
ensure that justice is done to everyone regardless of tribe.
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By Arou David Malaak,

The International Organization for Migration (IOM) is
training 10 women in Abyei Administrative Area on how
to make soap as part of empowering women during the
coronavirus pandemic. The 2-week course, that started on
Wednesday last week teaches participants practical skills
on how to make soap in liquid and bar forms. The women
are being taught how to make soap in liquid and bar form.

“Women will benefit from financial return from sale of
soap, and also benefit from daily use of the soap at the
Women display soap mold in training hall in
home,” Deputy Chairperson of Abyei Women’s Abyei Town, March 2021 | Credit: Chol Ayiik
Association, says Amal Abdallah.
Chol | AIRS
The participants are expected to impart the same skills to
other women in the area after having successfully
completed the training.
IOM provides ingredients and molds for making soap. One of the participants, Nyanuer Ajak
Malual says she will be making soaps for sale to get money after completion of the course. With
support from IOM, women in Abyei produced and distributed thousands of reusable face masks
last year.

About ‘Abyei Today’
Abyei Today is a radio program focusing on humanitarian news, informative features
and entertaining stories for the people who live in the disputed region of Abyei. It ABYEI TODAY
brings together the community with the organizations and agencies that seek to make
ON AIR
life better. While the program gives useful and beneficial information to the people of EVERYDAY
Abyei, it also has features to inspire listeners with entertaining items about daily life,
FROM 6:00 from cookery shows to uplifting flower gardens. Internews’ research shows that radio
8:00 PM ON
continues to be the most trusted and influential form of information in the region. In ABYEI 102.3
FM
addition, it is the most accessible: more than half the men and two thirds of the women
surveyed cannot read. Abyei Today is produced with the support of Internews, an
international non-profit media development organization.
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About AIRS

Abyei Information and Radio Service (AIRS) is a South Sudanese, not-for-profit organization
based in Abyei that through its subsidiary radio station, Abyei 102.3 FM provides critical
news and information about and to the communities of the Abyei territory. With the support
of Internews, AIRS was first registered in March 2017 by the South Sudan Relief and
Rehabilitation Commission (RRC) under certificate number596. AIRS is the “Voice of
Abyei” and through a team of journalists provides a platform for communities to share
experiences; engages with the government, official bodies and community groups in a
collaborative dialogue; expresses the needs and issues affecting the community in Abyei; and
fosters balanced discussions that allows listeners to form their own opinions and thoughts.

Announcements

AIRS Events' Coverage

AIRS PSA Rate

30-minutes | $100
1-hour | $200
2-hours | $400
3-hours | $500

30-seconds | $50
45-seconds | $75
60-seconds | $100
Broadcasting | $25/minute

Contact Us
Karbino Dut | Executive Editor and Program Manager kdut@airs-ss.org | +211 927 886
489 | +211 914 222 089
Ring Madut | Finance Manager | rmadut@airs-ss.org If you are interested in supporting the
work of Abyei Information and Radio Service, please reach out the above contacts. Please
send your comments and suggestions to: ss-abyeithisweek@airs-ss.org Visit our office in
Agok: Juoljok between the football playground and Catholic Church Abyei Area, South
Sudan
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